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1 Abstract
Analog circuits can be made by means of genetic algorithm circuit design, but
with a great degree of difficulty. The algorithm must specify both the location
of components and the values of the components which in the analog world
constitutes an infinitely large search space unless bounded. This project aimed
to see if Genetic Algorithms of this nature were possible to create in a high level
language such as Matlab, how different means of mutation affected the end
result, and whether it is advisable to attempt similar ventures. It was found
that a variable mutation rate that is dependent upon the fitness will evolve an
entire population towards very high values of fitness, but for low numbers of
generations may perform worse than a set mutation. For Matlab to run these
algorithms with an acceptable population size and number of generations is also
extremely expensive in terms of CPU usage and time, requiring several hours.

2 Introduction
Once created simply for code and strategy development, Genetic Algorithms
(hereafter called "GA’s") are now being applied not only in the intangible world
of neural networks, but also in the physical form of hardware. Despite the
current ability to use GA’s for a diverse range of applications, there is still little
known about GA’s and the fundamentals surrounding their use in hardware
design. Analog circuit design has long been a matter of knowing enough about
circuit construction and mathematics to use a few known components to solve
for the remaining unknown components. This requires a previous knowledge of
the equations to build your circuit or a tedious trial and error by hand. For
some analog designs, it is too difficult or computationally expensive to be able
to use this method of circuit design. GA’s are a good solution for such problems
as they cover all the search space and analyze it without needing equations to
fill in components as humans do. This project aims to determine if hybrid GA’s
with elitism are a useful means of finding those solutions and if it is reasonable
to use a GA to do so.

2.1 Previous Works
For circuit design with GA’s, most work is focused around transistor arrays. A
small amount of research has been done in the field on analog circuit design by
GA’s. The research is often filter-based as filters are single output, single input
devices which are simpler to calculate. As in Sri Rama Krishna [10], a common
use of GA’s is in image processing. The majority of work on GA analog circuits
was done in the late 90’s. A common way of determining the fitness of the circuit
is through simulation software (Kerr [4], Koza et al.[5]). The circuit is evaluated
solely for functionality and is not analyzed during development for any factor
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other than time. A GA does not always yield a usable or significantly better
circuit than circuits designed through human intuition. Additionally, because
most papers focus on the successes of the authors rather than the struggles,
there is little information about the unique difficulties in regard to circuit design
by this method. More recent attempts to automate design of analog circuits
have been far more successful (Barari et al [6]). The current mode of research
is in making more successful algorithms, such as hybrid PSO[Particle Swarm
Optimization] and GA’s) for VLSI design (see Singh [9]). Schaffer does a process
of comparative measures with differing selection methods which inspired us to
examine selection/mutation might alter the speed of finding a usable result
(Schaffer et al [8]). Schaffer is looking at GA’s in general and not at the effect
in circuit design. The main problem in copying that method is that a circuit
can be usable before it is necessarily exactly correct. Final evaluation was much
more straight forward in this case. We attempt to give credit where due to the
methods used and demonstrated in this paper, however, this process is made
difficult by reluctance to publish exact methods used throughout the field.

3 Materials and Methods
Genetic Algorithms are a set of processes for optimization. GA’s are inspired by
nature and follow nature’s [or natural] method[s] of evolution. A GA optimizes
a genetic code or genotype for a given situation. An individual that in the
population must have an element that determines its characteristics (genotype)
and a part that interacts with the given environment (phenotype). The genotype
creates the phenotype, but the circuit is evaluated on the phenotype. The
following is an outline of a GA:

1. Create initial population of phenotypes.
2. Determine the fitness of each phenotype.
3. Reproduce based on fitness.
4. Mutate or crossover parts of the genome.
5. Repeat from step 2 until time limit or necessary fitness levels are reached.

The GA was written in Matlab. Matlab was chosen, rather than a faster
language such as C, because it is reasonably fast for the degree of higher level
coding it allows. We also attempted to encode our circuits as matrices. Thusly,
most of the components of the project involved matrix manipulation, which is
Matlab’s strongest suit. The circuit analysis was performed using an algorithm
called SCAM, from Eric Cheever [1] and Swarthmore. SCAM uses modified
nodal analysis to transfer a circuit to matrix form which can be solved by
Matlab. Nodal analysis is commonly used to characterize a circuit for analysis.
We used nodal analysis and transformed the equations produced onto a matrix
of the form:

A ∗ x = z
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Where A is a matrix encoding the passive element equations and voltage
source attachments, x is a matrix of all the unknowns, and z is a matrix of the
known portions. Matlab can solve this matrix by inverting A such that:

A−1 ∗ z = x

A simple process for a computer while tedious and difficult for a human.
The algorithm begins by creating a population of random matrices using

Matlab’s random matrix generator. Each matrix is an n by m matrix. Each
entry mj is composed of the label of the component (e.g. "R" for resistor),
the two nodal connections for that component, and finally the value of the
component. A single row would appear:

V1 1 2 5

Table 1: Each component has it’s own row.

Each matrix is evaluated for fitness as a circuit, and then based on the
"success"(hereafter called "s") of the circuit, that circuit is mutated, crossed
over, and reproduced. The matrix with the best S of each generation is left
untouched while those of significantly smaller S are radically changed. Our
mutation rate (hereafter called "M") is based on the S for each circuit. Those
circuits with a larger S have a smaller M than the circuits with a low S. S is
approximately:

S =
1

|desired parameter − received parameter|
Where gain is defined as the difference of the input and output amplitude, F

is the center frequency, and V is the output voltage. Both V and gain are found
to solve the problem of non-existent transfer functions for in-operable circuits.

How aggressive M and the crossover rate should be is a matter of contention
among those who create and use genetic algorithms. M here is the inverse
function of the S or:

M ≈ .1

S

More specifically, it takes on the form:
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Figure 1: Mutation rate by the fitness or S

The mutation works such that a random value is picked between 1 and zero
on the order of 10−3. If that number falls below the lines shown above figure 1,
then a mutation happens. This process occurs for every entry into the matrix
from n2 to ni.

This is a simple mutation, but shows bias towards those that have better fit-
ness. There is an additional crossover section that takes columns of the genome
and crosses them with columns from other genomes. This function mirrors the
crossover that occurs in chromosomes during meiosis. The crossover occurs with
a likelihood that is also determined by the inverse of S. The lower S per genome,
the higher the probability is that one of it’s genomic columns will be crossed
over.

Due to Matlab’s data storage techniques, the matrix must be converted to
a cell array and each column is assigned to a variable. A cell can hold strings,
symbolic math, scalars, and even other matrices. The conversion was done
using online sourced code dlmcell. The entries n1 to n5 are composed of a
voltage source(V), several resistors(R), a capacitor(C), and a current source(I).
The second column denotes connections to each branch, the third is the second
node connected to that branch, and the fourth is the value of the components.
Here is an example:

name connection1 connection2 value
V 1 2 4
R 3 2 2
R 2 1 4
C 1 3 2
I 3 1 2

The voltage source is connected to node 1 and node 2 and has a value of 4V.
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Each cell array is saved and then passed into the circuit evaluation function
which solves the circuit by matrix manipulation. From this analysis, the transfer
function of the circuit can be found. The transfer function is then used to find
the center frequency ω1 and the gain of the circuit. The fitness function then
takes the form of:

S = 20∗( 1

|Vdesired − Vreceived|
+

1

|gaindesired − gainreceived|
+

1

|Fdesired − Freceived|
)

4 Results
Using this form of GA we were able to create usable circuit designs. The circuits
created in testing are low pass filters, but the GA has the ability to evolve
towards any appropriately defined circuit. While great success was found with
set mutation rates such that every circuit had to mutate every time, the greatest
success came from evolving the entire population towards a stable, high-value,
value.

Unique problems specific to circuits were encountered during the creation
of the GA. For instance, a specific circuit matrix could have a "short-circuit"
present or infinite gain. Additionally, some of the matrices would be unable to
produce transfer functions due to non-singularity. The lack of a transfer function
inhibited parts of the evaluation, but were steadily worked out of the population
over the generations. The above problems do not occur for GA’s outside of the
realm of circuit analysis. These issues were changed from problems to an aid in
development as the fitness for any circuit producing these errors was simply set
to either no or partial credit depending on how far through the evaluation the
circuit survived. For instance, the voltage was determinable at times when the
center-frequency or gain was not.

One of the most integral metrics to this work is the proportion of zeros
present within the population. The zeros represent one of the instances de-
scribed above. The fewer of them in the population, the fewer chances that the
population will evolve forward with one of those malfunctioning circuits. As an
early measure of whether or not the GA was working, we measured this value,
but eventually realized it was an important way to classify different mutation
rates.
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Figure 2: Proportion of population that has a success rate of over 100 genera-
tions
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Figure 3: Proportion zeros with the variable muation and set mutations

On the topmost graph 2 is a plot of the proportion of zeros in the population
over 100 generations. As one can see, this proportion falls out to nearly zero
after 200 generations. On the bottom figure 3 is a plot with three different
proportions of zero over twenty generations. The variable mutation rate as seen
above is clearly visible in green at the bottom. There are two set mutation
rates, mutation high and low. Mutation high is set at .2 on the mutation graph
seen above and follows the same rules for whether or not to mutate. Mutation
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low is set at .1 on the mutation graph and also follows the same rules. A GA
which holds onto the best of its population and evolves towards it is said to have
elitism. Some GA developers call the process a Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) rather than a GA [9]. Particle swarm is defined as an optimization that
swarms to the best in the population. For the purposes of this paper, the form
of selection can be thought of as a combination of the two. This elitism can be
seen clearly pulling the entire population towards a higher overall score.
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Figure 4: Mean fitness over twenty generations with set and variable mutation

Demonstrated in figure 4 is the mean fitness of the population over twenty
generations. There is an initial spike in both of the set mutation rates from
which they evolve. The variable mutation rate with elitism holds onto its best
and can be seen steadily increasing. Over the course of the next 80 generations
the variable muation’s highest S was found at 1.233∗103. The mean value is less
important if one is looking simply for a highest value, however, once one builds
an overall strong population schema (functional units) begin to appear. The idea
of these schemata was first introduced by holland in his original publication [3].
These can then be spread throughout the population and build a total out of
the parts. This is at least in part why circuits are developed using GA’s as
circuits also have those functional units.
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Figure 5: Maximum fitness of any individual per generation

As seen in the above 5 the first maxima is found not by the variable muation,
but by the set mutation. This is not good if we merely meant to look at the
widest search space possible, but in the context of elitism, is negative as both the
set rates mutate away from that positive development. In the variable mutation,
we see the GA building upon itself with jumps as it finds particularly useful
portions.It continues to step up until it reaches a maximum. If it doesn’t catch
onto the global maxima early it may take a very long time to reach anything
other than a local maxima in fitness.

5 Conclusions
A GA for designing analog circuits is only advisable in situations where normal
circuit design is too laborious. In addition, if the exact correct circuit is needed
then it is advisable to use some element of elitism. If a generalized seaarch
is all that is needed then set mutations work as well on shorter time scales
as seen in figure 5. Matlab can be used as the instrument of study, but it
is not recommended as it takes a considerable amount of time. Matlab also
requires multile add on packages, most notably the Symbolic Math Toolbox, in
order to do the analysis that we use. Additional sections of free, download-able
code such as the dlmcell shown below in appendix B are essential for data type
conversions. Matlab doesn’t always finish the code, but runs into unforeseen,
and unavoidable errors after an undetermined amount of time. Over long time
scales the mixed PSO GA worked considerably better than set mutation.
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6 Future Work
One direction of further research is in the area of mathematical expression for
the values given. In other words, when looking at a data set of fitness values etc.
is there a mathematical expression to model what that will look like by varying
different elements. Is there a time taken by computer to search space relation
that is linear or non-linear? Is there an information theory element that can
change this expression?

In terms of circuitry, there is now an idea of layering circuits to have oversight
and functional units. The most prevalent idea along this line is being done
in FPGA’s (Field Programmable Gate Arrays). The higher levels run GA’s
to determine what shape the transistor array should take on and additional
GA’s to determine what the firmware for the system should be. This system
demonstrates the expanding field of evolvable hardware.
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B Code
Below is the necessary script to run this GA. Note: requires code "dlmcell" and
Symbolic Math Toolbox. We left in a few comments and some of my debugging
tools. The frequent displays are in order to see where and when the code errors
out if it does. Also, the displays of the individual, generation, the success, and
mutation are there to allow a search for irregularities when debugging.

function M = SuccessContainsTime
%number of generations, population,
%input voltage, output voltage, center frequency
%initialization
disp(’up here’)
numGen = 20;
popSize=1000;
Vin = 5;
Vout = 3;
gain1 = -100;
w1 = 1000;
k=0;
j=0;
formersuccess=zeros(1,popSize);
formermutrate=zeros(1,popSize);
maxSuccess = zeros(1,numGen);
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rng(’shuffle’);

close all;
success = zeros(1,popSize);
mutrate = zeros(1,popSize);%preallocation of arrays

for indiv = 1:1:popSize %generate initial population
population = randi([0,2],4,3,indiv);

end
%beginning evaluation and population regeneration
%Here we change the population matrix to a cell array because Matlab is
%stupid and I’m annoyed with it.

%make a new cell variable of population

for time = 1:1:numGen
timerVal=tic;

% iterates through generations
indivcell = num2cell(population);
Assigned = cell(4,1,popSize); %way too overcomplicated loop
for ele =1:popSize %to create assigned vars

for ro = 1:1:4
if ro ==1

Assigned{ro,:,ele} = ’V1’;
indivcell{ro,3,ele} = Vin;

elseif ro == 2
Assigned{ro,:,ele} = ’R1’;

elseif ro == 3
Assigned{ro,:,ele} = ’R2’;

elseif ro == 4
Assigned{ro,:,ele} = ’C1’;

%elseif ro == 5
% Assigned{ro,:,ele} = ’I1’;

end %if state for row
end %for loop for row

end %population/size B
indivcell = [Assigned indivcell]; %still not sure this is the best way
for indiv = 1:1:popSize %begin evaluation function...here we go

clear(’n’)
n{4,4} = [];
for i = 1:1:4

for j = 1:1:4
n{i,j} = indivcell{i,j,indiv};

end
end
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dlmcell(’circuit.cir.txt’,n) %convert to txt doc
fname = ’circuit.cir.txt’;

[Name ,N1 ,N2 ,arg3]=textread(fname,’%s %s %s %s ’);
%Name = n{:,1};
%N1 = n{:,2};
%N2=n{:,3};
%arg3=n{:,4};
tic
%Initialize
numElem=0; %Number of passive elements.
numV=0; %Number of independent voltage sources
numO=0; %Number of op amps
numI=0; %Number of independent current sources
numNode=0; %Number of nodes, not including ground (node 0).

%Parse the input file
for i=1:length(Name),

switch(Name{i}(1)),
case {’R’,’L’,’C’},

numElem=numElem+1;
Element(numElem).Name=Name{i};
Element(numElem).Node1=str2double(N1{i});
Element(numElem).Node2=str2double(N2{i});
try

Element(numElem).Value=str2double(arg3{i});
catch

Element(numElem).Value=nan;
end

case ’V’,
numV=numV+1;
Vsource(numV).Name=Name{i};
Vsource(numV).Node1=str2double(N1{i});
Vsource(numV).Node2=str2double(N2{i});
try

Vsource(numV).Value=str2double(arg3{i});
catch

Vsource(numV).Value=nan;
end

case ’O’,
numO=numO+1;
Opamp(numO).Name=Name{i};
Opamp(numO).Node1=str2double(N1{i});
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Opamp(numO).Node2=str2double(N2{i});
Opamp(numO).Node3=str2double(arg3{i});

case ’I’
numI=numI+1;
Isource(numI).Name=Name{i};
Isource(numI).Node1=str2double(N1{i});
Isource(numI).Node2=str2double(N2{i});
try

Isource(numI).Value=str2double(arg3{i});
catch

Isource(numI).Value=nan;
end

end
numNode=max(str2num(N1{i}),max(str2num(N2{i}),numNode));

end

%Preallocate all of the cell arrays #################################
G=cell(numNode,numNode);
V=cell(numNode,1);
I=cell(numNode,1);
if ((numV+numO)~=0),

B=cell(numNode,numV+numO);
C=cell(numV+numO,numNode);
D=cell(numV+numO,numV+numO);
E=cell(numV+numO,1);
J=cell(numV+numO,1);

end
%Done preallocating cell arrays -------------------------------------

%Fill the G matrix ##################################################
%Initially, make the G Matrix all zeros.
[G{:}]=deal(’0’);

%Now fill the G matrix with conductances from netlist
for i=1:numElem,

n1=Element(i).Node1;
n2=Element(i).Node2;
%Make up a string with the conductance of current element.
switch(Element(i).Name(1)),

case ’R’,
g = [’1/’ Element(i).Name];

case ’L’,
g = [’1/s/’ Element(i).Name];

case ’C’,
g = [’s*’ Element(i).Name];

end
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%If neither side of the element is connected to ground
%then subtract it from appropriate location in matrix.
if (n1~=0) && (n2~=0),

G{n1,n2}=[ G{n1,n2} ’-’ g];
G{n2,n1}=[ G{n2,n1} ’-’ g];

end

%If node 1 is connected to graound, add element to diagonal
%of matrix.
if (n1~=0),

G{n1,n1}=[ G{n1,n1} ’+’ g];
end
%Ditto for node 2.
if (n2~=0),

G{n2,n2}=[ G{n2,n2} ’+’ g];
end

%Go to next element.
% i=i+4;

end
%The G matrix is finished -------------------------------------------

%Fill the I matrix ##################################################
[I{:}]=deal(’0’);
for j=1:numNode,

for i=1:numI,
if (Isource(i).Node1==j),

I{j}=[I{j} ’-’ Isource(i).Name];
elseif (Isource(i).Node2==j),

I{j}=[I{j} ’+’ Isource(i).Name];
end

end
end
%The I matrix is done -----------------------------------------------

%Fill the V matrix ##################################################
for i=1:numNode,

V{i}=[’v_’ num2str(i)];
end
%The V matrix is finished -------------------------------------------

if ((numV+numO)~=0),
%Fill the B matrix ##################################################
%Initially, fill with zeros.
[B{:}]=deal(’0’);
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%First handle the case of the independent voltage sources.
for i=1:numV, %Go through each independent source.

for j=1:numNode %Go through each node.
if (Vsource(i).Node1==j), %If node is first node,

B{j,i}=’1’; %then put ’1’ in the matrices.
elseif (Vsource(i).Node2==j), %If second node, put -1.

B{j,i}=’-1’;
end

end
end

%Now handle the case of the Op Amp
for i=1:numO,

for j=1:numNode
if (Opamp(i).Node3==j),

B{j,i+numV}=’1’;
else

B{j,i+numV}=’0’;
end

end
end
%The B matrix is finished -------------------------------------------

%Fill the C matrix ##################################################
%Initially, fill with zeros.
[C{:}]=deal(’0’);

%First handle the case of the independent voltage sources.
for i=1:numV, %Go through each independent source.

for j=1:numNode %Go through each node.
if (Vsource(i).Node1==j), %If node is first node,

C{i,j}=’1’; %then put ’1’ in the matrices.
elseif (Vsource(i).Node2==j), %If second node, put -1.

C{i,j}=’-1’;
end

end
end

%Now handle the case of the Op Amp
for i=1:numO,

for j=1:numNode
if (Opamp(i).Node1==j),

C{i+numV,j}=’1’;
elseif (Opamp(i).Node2==j),
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C{i+numV,j}=’-1’;
else

C{i+numV,j}=’0’;
end

end
end
%The C matrix is finished ------------------------------------------

%Fill the D matrix ##################################################
%The D matrix is non-zero only for CCVS and VCVS (not included
%in this simple implementation of SPICE)
[D{:}]=deal(’0’);
%The D matrix is finished -------------------------------------------

%Fill the E matrix ##################################################
%Start with all zeros
[E{:}]=deal(’0’);
for i=1:numV,

E{i}=Vsource(i).Name;
end
%The E matrix is finished -------------------------------------------

%Fill the J matrix ##################################################
for i=1:numV,

J{i}=[’I_’ Vsource(i).Name];
end
for i=1:numO,

J{i+numV}=[’I_’ Opamp(i).Name];
end
%The J matrix is finished -------------------------------------------

end %if ((numV+numO)~=0)
%Form the A, X, and Z matrices (As cell arrays of strings).
if ((numV+numO)~=0),

Acell=[deal(G) deal(B); deal(C) deal(D)];
Xcell=[deal(V); deal(J)];
Zcell=[deal(I); deal(E)];

else
Acell=[deal(G)];
Xcell=[deal(V)];
Zcell=[deal(I)];

end
%Declare symbolic variables #########################################
SymbolicString=’syms s ’;
for i=1:numElem,%Add each of the passive elements to the list of symbolic variables.

SymbolicString=[SymbolicString Element(i).Name ’ ’];
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end
for i=1:numV,%Add each element of matrix J and E to the list of symbolic variables.

SymbolicString=[SymbolicString J{i} ’ ’];
SymbolicString=[SymbolicString E{i} ’ ’];

end
for i=1:numO,%Add each opamp output to the list of symbolic variables.

SymbolicString=[SymbolicString J{i+numV} ’ ’];
end

%Add independent current sources to the list of symbolic variables.
for i=1:numI,

SymbolicString=[SymbolicString Isource(i).Name ’ ’];
end

%Add independent voltage sources to list of symbolic variables.
for i=1:numNode,

SymbolicString=[SymbolicString V{i} ’ ’];
end

%Evaluate the string with symbolic variables
eval(SymbolicString);
%Done declaring symbolic variables ----------------------------------

%Create the variables A, X, and Z ###################################
%Right now the matrices Acell, Xcell and Zcell hold cell arrays of
%strings. These must be converted to a symbolic array. This is
%accompplished by creating strings that represent the assignment of
%the symbolic arrays, and then evaluating these strings.

%Create assignments for three arrays
Astring=’A=[’;
Xstring=’X=[’;
Zstring=’Z=[’;

for i=1:length(Acell), %for each row in the arrays.
for j=1:length(Acell), %for each column in matrix A.

Astring=[Astring ’ ’ Acell{i,j}]; %Get element from Acell
end
Astring=[Astring ’;’]; %Mark end of row with semicolon
Xstring=[Xstring Xcell{i} ’;’]; %Enter element into array X;
Zstring=[Zstring Zcell{i} ’;’]; %Enter element into array Z;

end
Astring=[Astring ’];’]; %Close array assignment.
Xstring=[Xstring ’];’];
Zstring=[Zstring ’];’];
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%Evaluate strings with array assignments.
eval([Astring ’ ’ Xstring ’ ’ Zstring])
%Done creating the variables A, X, and Z ----------------------------

%Solve matrrix equation - this is the meat of the algorithm.
V=simplify(inv(A)*Z);

%Evaluate each of the unknowns in the matrix X.
try %eval function

for i=1:length(V),
eval([char(X(i)) ’=’ char(V(i)) ’;’]);

end
for i=1:numElem%Assign a numeric value to each passive element, if one is provided.

if ~isnan(Element(i).Value),
eval([Element(i).Name ’=’ num2str(Element(i).Value) ’;’]);

end
end
for i=1:numV%Assign a numeric value to each voltage source, if one is provided.

if ~isnan(Vsource(i).Value),
eval([Vsource(i).Name ’=’ num2str(Vsource(i).Value) ’;’]);

end
end

for i=1:numI%Assign a numeric value to each passive element
if ~isnan(Isource(i).Value),

eval([Isource(i).Name ’=’ num2str(Isource(i).Value) ’;’]);
end

end

[n,d] = numden(eval(v_2/Vin));
%disp(’actually made it here’)

try transH = tf(sym2poly(n),sym2poly(d));
%transH = tf(sym2poly(n),sym2poly(d));

%disp(’to transfer function’)
%break;
[~,gain2] = zero(transH);
wReal = bandwidth(transH);
k=1;

catch
j=1;
%disp(’went here for some reason’)
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%success(indiv) = 200 + eval((20./abs(Vout-sym2poly(v_2)))+(10./abs(gain1-gain2))+(10./abs(w1-wReal)));
end

%end
catch

%disp(’no explicit solution could be found’)
success(indiv)=0;

end
if logical( isa(v_2,’double’)| isa(Vout,’double’) );

success(indiv)=0;
%else

%disp(’hello’)

if k==1
volt=eval(20/abs(Vout-eval(v_2)));
gain=(10/abs(gain1-gain2));
omega=(10/abs(w1-wReal));
c=volt + gain+ omega;
%if isnan(gain2);
% b

%end
switch gain
%disp(’hello’)

case isnan(gain2)
gain=0;

otherwise
gain=(10/abs(gain1-gain2));

end
c= (20 * gain) + (20*volt) + (20*omega);
if logical( isa(c,’double’))

success(indiv) = 20 + c;
else

success(indiv)=20;
end
disp(success(indiv))
%disp(’to assignment’)

elseif j==1 && k == not(1)
success(indiv) = 5*(eval(v_2/Vin));

disp(success(indiv))
end

end %End eval function
%#############################################
%beginning of the mutation rate assignment

if success(indiv) == max(success(:)) && success(indiv) == not(0); %best of population survives intact
%mutrate(indiv)=.01./success(indiv);
mutrate(indiv)=0;
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%mutrate(indiv)=.1;
%mutrate(indiv)=.2;

elseif success(indiv)<mean(success(:)) || success(indiv)==0;
%(indiv)=1./success(indiv);
mutrate(indiv)=.1;
%mutrate(indiv)=.2;

elseif success(indiv)> mean(success(:)) && success(indiv)==not(0);
mutrate(indiv)=(.1./success(indiv));
%mutrate(indiv)=.01;
%mutrate(indiv)=.1;
%mutrate(indiv)=.2;

elseif success(indiv) > 200;
mutrate(indiv) = 0;
%mutrate(indiv)=.1;
%mutrate(indiv)=.2;

end
disp(mutrate(indiv))

for col=1:2; %mutation at location columns
for row=1:4; %mutation at location rows

if (1/randi([0,100],1,1))<mutrate(indiv) %edit entries, bias towards less fit
population(row,col,indiv)=randi([0,3],1,1);%replacing with random integers
%disp(’mutated’)

end
end

end
for col=3; %mutation at location columns

for row=2:4; %mutation at location rows
if (1/randi([0,1000],1,1))<mutrate(indiv) %edit entries, bias towards less fit

population(row,col,indiv)=randi([1,1000],1,1);%replacing with random integers
%disp(’mutated’)

end
end

end
if success(indiv)<max(success(:)) &&(randi([0,10],1,1)./100)<mutrate(indiv);%probability crossover occures

n = randi([1,3],1,1); %make the column changed random
population(:,n,indiv) = population(:,n,randi([1,10],1,1)); %substitute

end%if rand cross
k=0;
j=0;
clear(’n’)
delete(’circuit.cir.txt’)
disp(indiv)
disp(success(indiv))

end %total population iteration
elapsedTime=toc(timerVal);
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delete(’circuit.cir.txt’)
disp(elapsedTime)

%disp(success)
disp(time)

disp(max(success(:)))
newgensuccess=success;
formersuccess=[formersuccess;newgensuccess];
disp(’is it here’)
newmutrate=mutrate;
formermutrate=[formermutrate;newmutrate];
disp(’or here’)
maxSuccess(indiv) = max(success(:));

end %timeseries iteration %entire function

[BestSuccess,index] = max(success(:));
disp(’The best success rate was:’);
disp(BestSuccess);
dlmcell(’best’,indivcell(:,:,index));

M = indivcell(:,:,index);

end
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